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Scheduling and Verifying Officials for Games 
 

Team Manager Checklist for Officials: 

 Ensure game schedule on SportsEngine team site is accurate 

 Verify games are listed in HorizonWebRef (minimum 10 days before game) 

 Email FRIHOA scheduler if game schedule changes happen 

 Verify officials are present for game 

 Help keep games on schedule according to rink ice schedule 

 Pay officials 

 

Who schedules officials for our home youth hockey games?  

FRIHOA has a scheduler that schedules all the home youth games for our association for the levels that require officials. 

This is an association of hockey officials that support the organization, training, and scheduling of youth hockey officials 

for the Fox Valley area. They schedule officials for Appleton (AAHA), Fox Valley (FVYHA), Oshkosh (OYHA), and the 

Jr. Gamblers AAA.  They only schedule for youth games (under 18) and are affiliated to the Wisconsin Hockey Officials 

Association (WHOA) which is the officiating branch of the Wisconsin Amateur Hockey Associations (WAHA) which is 

affiliated with USA Hockey. If you play any “home” games outside of the Appleton/Oshkosh area, you will likely need to 

work with a different scheduler for getting officials assigned. The FRIHOA scheduler can direct you appropriately. 

 

How does the FRIHOA scheduler know what games to schedule?  

At the start of the season, the FRIHOA scheduler will import all home games from your association’s team SportsEngine 

site into FRIHOA’s scheduling system. Throughout the season it is very important to continually verify that your team’s 

SportsEngine game schedule is accurate and up to date. Once the initial import is completed, any new games or 

cancelations need to be communicated to the FRIHOA scheduler via email from you. In general, the sooner the better. 

 

What if something changes for our home game schedule?  

The FRIHOA scheduler will regularly reference your team’s SportsEngine site throughout the season during scheduling. 

However, don’t assume the scheduler has seen your changes. Be sure to notify the FRIHOA scheduler by email 

(FRIHOAschd@gmail.com) if any game changes. The FRIHOA scheduler uses an online scheduling system named 

HorizonWebRef to schedule officials. Association personnel can request access to this system to see what games are 

scheduled with officials. 

 

How do I verify officials are scheduled for our games?  

You can verify officials are scheduled by confirming on the HorizonWebRef site. Go to the following link: 

http://www.horizonwebref.com/getStarted. Use the following FRIHOA association number: 205813. The FRIHOA 

scheduler will need to approve your membership to HorizonWebRef prior to you getting access. Once approved, you will 

receive an email notification with your username/password and login instructions.  Using the Game Schedule, you will 

have access to see your entire association’s games. You can use the search filters to filter on your team and anything more 

specific you would like. If you would like to see the names of the officials assigned to your games, you can click on the 

Public Schedule icon at the top of the Game Schedule page. On the Game Schedule it will list all the games entered into 

the system whether they are assigned or not. On the Public Schedule will be all the games that have been assigned. Please 

note that officials have to accept their assignments before their name will appear. In other words, you will likely at times 

see an odd number of officials showing as changes are in process. 

Game Schedule = all games entered into the system 

Public Schedule = all games assigned in the system 

mailto:FRIHOAschd@gmail.com
http://www.horizonwebref.com/getStarted
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If the game is on the Game Schedule, the FRIHOA scheduler will notify you directly ONLY if he is having any trouble 

scheduling officials for your game. Therefore, if you see the game on the Game Schedule and the information is accurate, 

you can assume the game will have officials unless the FRIHOA scheduler notifies you. 

 

You should verify at the latest ~10 days before your home games that your team’s games are listed on the HorizonWebRef 

scheduling system (check for rink, start time, game duration and game level accuracy). 

 
How do I verify officials are present for our games?  

Officials are trained to arrive 30 minutes prior to their games. It is extremely rare that all officials are not present for a 

games and if that happens, it usually means a scheduling error was made. This is why verifying ahead of time is 

important.  If only 1 official is present, they are trained to follow a procedure in confirming their partner(s) is coming. If 

no officials are present, you should contact the FRIHOA scheduler (text: 920.202.0635) immediately. Be aware that your 

officials may already be on the ice working the game before yours. It is common for the scheduler to schedule officials for 

multiple games in a day. Located in all officiating locker rooms is a sheet titled “My partner is not here and the game 

starts soon….”. You can use this for an escalation procedure to locate officials. 

 

How can I help keep games on schedule?  

It is the responsibility of the Time Keeper and Coaches to ensure the games start and end based on the scheduled ice time. 

The Referees can demand run time if a game is off schedule. 

• Warmups should be 4 minutes. All Squirt warmups for Fox Valley are 3 minutes. 

o Time between periods should only be 1 minute. 

o The warmup clock should start at the start of the ice time regardless if the teams are present. 

▪ Team Managers or timekeepers should go to the locker rooms of each team to get them if this 

happens. 

• The timekeeper should be made aware of when ice time for that specific game ends by the team manager. It 

should end 10 minutes before the start time of the following game to allow for resurfacing. The timekeeper may 

need to call the officials over to advise them when time is getting tight. 

• The "Five Minute Rule" is in place to keep games on schedule within their ice time.  It states "If there is less than 

five (5) minutes of ice time remaining ... and there is five (5) minutes or more remaining on the game clock, the 

referee shall have the timekeeper set the game clock to two (2) minutes and whatever seconds remain.” The 

referee should notify both benches. The game will then be completed using stop time. Note: Penalty times will not 

change." 

o Communication is key here. Officials are advised to make visiting teams aware of this policy during their 

pre-game introductions (and to maybe remind the home coaches too). 

• In the past, it has been mentioned by some that the association has a block of time to work within to get all their 

games in. Some coaches may feel that it's ok to allow the earlier games to get behind as they will be made up 

through the block of association ice time during the day.  Unfortunately, this does not work because what if there 

is no catch up. The last game could be left with not enough time to play their game within the association's block. 

The rink is not going to delay a subsequent event after the association's block due to this situation. 

• Running time: The "Six Goal Lead" policy is in place to help negate any conflict with moving to run time. It 

states "Upon a team leading by six (6) goals in any period, the referee shall keep stop time in place unless BOTH 

head coaches agree to change to running time. If both coaches agree to change to running time, the referee shall 

instruct the timekeeper to do so. During running time the clock shall stop only for goals, penalties, and injuries. 

Should the gap be narrowed to less than six (6) goals, the referee should instruct the timekeeper to return to stop 

time. It is highly recommended that the coach of the leading team allow the coaching for the trailing team to 

decide if he/she wants to move to run time or not." 
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o Note: the "Five Minute Rule" (above) may have to come into effect for one-sided games especially at 

lower levels where there can be quite a bit of stoppage time. 

When and where do I pay the officials?  

It is best to pay the officials at the scorer’s table immediately before or after the game. They may ask you to keep the 

money at the scorer’s table until the game is complete.  

 

How much do I pay the officials? 
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